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Paper 6A  
 

HOUSE LOSS RATE IN A SEVERE BUSHFIRE 

Part 1    Ash Wednesday bushfire fire attack category  

The influence of house occupation rate 
 

 

Abstract 
 

This study aims to refresh the bank of knowledge about the correlation between house 

occupancy and house loss rate in a severe bushfire attack. It limits itself to the free 

running “Ash Wednesday bushfire category”, which attacks houses with moving 

flame and embers. A companion study deals with the “Duffy bushfire category”, 

which attacks by embers only, the moving flame having been stopped at a flame free 

barrier. 

 

The study re-examines pre 2009 findings and confirms that house occupation rate is a 

major influence of house loss in a severe bushfire attack. Thus it was well known that 

bushfire attack on vacant undefended houses has a very high rate of destruction. Yet 

the Royal Commission into the 2009 Black Saturday fires recommended evacuation 

in severe fire weather and the Victorian government has since adopted it as policy for 

bushfire prone areas. This paper therefore also asks - what new information became 

available during the 2009 Black Saturday fires that required pre 2009 knowledge to be 

refined or became redundant? It confirms that negligible new evidence was found to 

warrant refinement of pre 2009 findings. 

 

The study quantifies the pre 2009 data as an equation with input variables that can be 

benchmarked to account for level of fire protection preparation. The equation is 

proposed as a tool for explaining or diagnosing why an observed house loss rate 

occurred. It is successfully reapplied to Black Saturday fires to test validity. The 

equation shows a causal link between house occupation rate and house loss rate and in 

particular that a high vacancy rate results in a high house loss rate. The equation may 

have a useful prediction role that may be useful for authorities to understand the 

consequences of evacuation policy on potential house loss rate.   

 

 

This is a companion to Paper 6B:  House loss rate in a severe bushfire 

Part 2  Duffy bushfire attack category 

- The influence of distance from ember source 
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INTRODUCTION  

  
This is the first part of a study that reviews pre 2009 knowledge about the influence of house 

occupancy on house loss rate against new information added by the Royal Commission and 

its associated studies. It asks - what new information did the 2009 Black Saturday fires reveal 

that requires pre 2009 knowledge to be revised? The second part of the study reviews pre and 

post 2009 knowledge about the influence of distance from ember source on house loss rate 

(Paper 6B).  

    

It was well known prior to 2009 that a well prepared house was a safe haven in a bushfire. For 

example, “all houses have walls that provide an excellent shield against radiation and hence 

should be considered as a possible refuge during the passage of the flame front of a bushfire” 

(Leicester, 1987). It was also well known that bushfire attack on vacant undefended houses 

has a very high rate of destruction (eg, Ramsay et al, 1996). Yet the Royal Commission into 

the 2009 Black Saturday fires recommended evacuation in severe fire weather (VBRC, 2010) 

and the Victorian government has since adopted it as policy for bushfire prone areas.  

 

Pre-2009 research findings were reasonably consistent. For example, Wilson and Ferguson 

(1984) found strong evidence that vacant, undefended houses have a high loss rate (approx 

65%), whereas occupied houses had a very high survival rate (80-90%). This was supported 

by Blanchi et al (2006b), who amalgamated data from four recent severe fires, all analysed in 

the same way. They found that the loss rate of occupied, defended houses was 13% and the 

loss rate of vacant, undefended houses was 77%. Ramsay et al (1996) stated that an 

unoccupied house had ten times the risk of loss as an occupied house.  

 

Blanchi et al (2006a) linked the major cause of house ignition (ie, ember attack) with human 

influence - “it is no surprise that human activity before and after the fire attack have the most 

profound influence on house loss risk given that over 90% of these houses are lost (due to 

ember attack) in the absence of direct flame and significant radiant heat impact from 

continuous forest fuel.” 

 

The Royal Commission was clearly told the following: “The results of post-bushfire surveys 

have also shown the importance of human behaviour before, during and after the bushfire. 

Staying with a house has been shown to increase the house's chance of survival when the 

occupant remains active in and around the house when it is safe to do so. Based on past post-

bushfire surveys, if houses are attended, house losses are reduced by a factor of between 3 to 

6” (Leonard et al, 2009)  

 

To determine if anything changed during the Black Saturday fires, this paper compiles what 

was known prior to the 2009 Black Saturday fires about the influence of house occupancy on 

house survival rates, and then examines the studies and the findings of the Royal 

Commission.  

 

THEORY 

 
Based on the pre 2009 knowledge, the following theories were implicitly known and accepted 

by professionals.  

 

During severe bushfire attack in residential areas of suburban or semi rural areas:  

1 House loss rate is causally correlated with house vacancy rate.  

 

2 House loss rate for unoccupied houses is several times higher than occupied 

houses.  
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To be specific, these theories state that risk of house loss is greater if the houses are vacant 

and risk of house loss is lower if the house is occupied. An implicit corollary theory is that 

risk is lowest if it is occupied by able bodied people willing and able and skilled to defend.  

 

This study considers the influence of one variable - occupation rate, on house loss rate. The 

pre 2009 research makes no specific reference to level of house vulnerability (house design 

and materials), house surrounds or skill of the occupants. Therefore, the research results are 

assumed to cover the expected range of levels within the broader community, which the 

author has observed over many years is rather low. It can of course be hypothesised that when 

property preparation is of sufficiently high design capability, and when house vulnerability is 

low and when level of knowledge and skill in self-defence is high, the risk of house loss is 

lowest.  

 

An assumed variable in these studies is that if the house was able to be occupied, it was safe 

for the occupant to stay or to return to immediately after the bushfire attack. It can be 

assumed that if the environment was unsafe, the occupant would not have been able to 

defend. The author observed that during the free running Ash Wednesday fires in Macedon, 

some areas stopped the running fire, quite by accident not design, and that the houses 

downwind were threatened by ember attack only. Protection from the running flame ensured 

that these places were technically safe for the occupant to remain. One house was down wind 

of a 200m bare paddock. It sustained heavy ember attack and the closest flames were the 

stationary flames in the garden beds. The house burnt down because the owner evacuated in 

panic during the brief ember attack. The other area was a denser residential area where the 

roads stopped the running flame and limited fire outbreaks to stationary flames on each 

property. One resident remained. He put out spot fires on his property as they developed and 

once they stopped on his place, he was able to douse small flames on four other properties. 

Some flames were too large for him and he was unable to prevent them burning down.      

 

METHOD 

 
Both the pre 2009 data and the Black Saturday data have been separated by bushfire attack 

category. The author agrees with the Chen and McAneney (2004) distinction of two different 

bushfire attack types, one where homes and bushland were intermixed (as the Ash 

Wednesday fires were) and one where bushland was separated from houses by a distinct 

distance (as the Duffy fire was). Two categories of bushfire attack are defined as follows: 

 

The first category (called the Ash Wednesday bushfire attack category) features a moving 

flame that runs largely unrestricted through continuous fuel bed (eg, extensive areas of 

forested rural, semi rural and residential land) and any house in its path is exposed to full 

scale attack by moving flame and associated short distance embers.  

 

The second category (called the Duffy bushfire attack category) sees the moving flame stop at 

the boundary of a residential area and short distance embers thrown downwind into it. 

Upwind of the firebreak, the continuous fuel bed allows running flame to occur, whereas 

downwind of the firebreak the highly discontinuous fuel bed in the residential area allows 

only stationary flames to occur. Thus, the Duffy bushfire attack is an ember attack which 

generates stationary flames in flammable fuel beds.   

 

This study deals with the “Ash Wednesday bushfire category” and a companion study deals 

with the “Duffy bushfire attack category” (Paper 6B).  
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The major pre-2009 study areas (Macedon and Otways) have sufficient similarities to ensure 

reasonable comparisons.  

• All areas that were hit by a severe bushfire at the peak of its severity 

• All areas had substantial urban residential areas and featured substantial house losses.  

• Surveys of survivors were conducted in all areas.   

• All days were similar - very hot (40
0
C or more), very dry (RH 10% or less) and very 

strong winds (40 kph or more).  

• All areas were examined by the author, one during the bushfire attack and the other 

soon after.  

 

The studies also reported meaningful sub-categories, eg, Wilson and Ferguson (1984) 

distinguish occupation category between vacant, undefended houses and vacant houses 

defended by neighbours, returning occupants or fire brigades. They also distinguish between 

houses occupied (with no specified purpose) and houses occupied by able bodied people 

determined to defend. Ramsay et al. (1996) match the occupation sub-categories, and 

subdivide it further into time of return after bushfire attack, eg, 30 min, or longer.  They also 

subdivide the damage category into destroyed, damaged and not burnt.  

 

This data is supplemented by another severe bushfires, the Avoca fire 1985 (Victoria rural) 

and compared with other Australian data.    

 

RESULTS  
 

Pre 2009 studies House loss and house occupation 
 

East Trentham Bushfire, Victoria, 1983 - Macedon survey 

The Wilson and Ferguson (1984) study found that 229 of the 450 houses were destroyed 

during the bushfire attack. This is an average house loss rate of 51%.  

 
Table 1 Fate of houses  Ash Wednesday fires, 1983, Macedon area 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant 217     (56% of vacant) 168  385   (86% of total) 

Houses occupied 12    (18% of occupied) 53        (82%) 65 (14% of total) 

Total houses 229      (51% of total) 221    (49% of total) 450          

 

Table 1 shows that 65 (14%) of houses were occupied during the bushfire attack, but the 

study also found that 54 of the saved houses were unoccupied, but were defended by people 

in the local area, eg, neighbours, fire fighters. Revised figures re-presented in Table 1A 

isolate the category of “vacant, undefended houses”, and reveal that their house loss rate was 

65% (= 217 / 331).   

 
Table 1A House loss rate figured revised   Mt Macedon 1983 

 Houses destroyed  Houses 

survived 

TOTAL 

Vacant, undefended houses 217  (65% of undefended) 114 331      (74%) 

Vacant houses saved by others*   54 54       

Occupied houses 12  (18% of occupied) 53 65 

TOTAL 229       51% 221 450 

*vacant houses ignited but saved by someone after the bushfire attack eg, neighbours, or 

returning owners or fire brigade. They do not say how many defended houses were destroyed  

 

Table 1 shows that the loss rate for occupied houses was 82% (= 53 / 65), but Table 1A shows 

that a higher proportion survived because of “people in proximity”. This gives a survival rate 
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of 90% (= (54+53) / (54+65)). This figure can be corroborated by their other finding that the 

house survival rate for houses actively defended by able-bodied people was 90%.  

Their study mentioned no correlation between house loss rate and bushfire intensity, other 

than to state that proximity to large flame causes house trauma, such as broken windows that 

allow ember entry. It found that embers gained entry into seven of the occupied houses. Six 

were saved by residents who extinguished spot fires or covered openings to prevent further 

ember entry. One house was lost, but the owner said that with a little more water he could 

have saved it. This data again highlights the value of “people in proximity” during an ember 

attack.  

 

Otway Bushfire, Victoria, 1983 - Otway survey  
The Otway study found that 623 of 1148 surveyed houses were destroyed during the bushfire 

attack. This is an average house loss rate of 54% (Ramsay 1985).  

Leonard and McArthur (1999) confirmed that 92 were ignited when vacant, but were saved 

by someone who arrived at the house after the bushfire attack and extinguished spot fires. 

Table 2 is incomplete because there is no causal linkage data available. 

 
Table 2  House loss rate figures   Otways 1983 

 Houses 

destroyed  

Houses 

survived 

TOTAL 

Not ignited  433  

Damaged but saved by defensive actions  92  

Occupied houses    

TOTAL 623        54% 525        46% 1148 

 

Ramsay et al (1996) said that two thirds of damaged houses were unoccupied on the afternoon 

of the bushfire, but many people returned after the bushfire attack and were able to minimise 

damage and improve chance of house survival. They found that if the house was occupied, the 

chance of survival was greatest, but if occupants returned within 30 min, the chance of 

survival was still reasonable. They calculated relative risk of loss as follows. If nominal 

relative risk of loss of unoccupied house is 1, risk of loss of occupied house is 0.1 and risk of 

loss if occupant returned to vacant house within 30 min is 0.4.  

 

Blanchi et al, (2006a) reworked the Otway data, noting that vacant houses were saved not 

only by occupants returning, but also by neighbours and fire brigade. They also combined the 

Otway data with three more recent severe bushfires to investigate the influence of human 

activity on house loss rate during and after the bushfire attack.  The reworked Otway data is 

now presented.  

 
Figure 1 Blanchi et al, (2006a) and Blanchi and Leonard, (2008) have reworked the Otway data  
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The data from Fig 1 is extracted and presented in Table 2A, in a format that is consistent with 

the Wilson and Ferguson tables, above.  

 
Table 2A House loss rate figures revised   Otways 1983 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

House vacant, 

undefended 210     (77% of vacant) 60 270       (56% of 480) 

Vacant houses saved 

by others* 15        (9% of 165) 150 165        (44%) 

House saved by 

occupants  5         (11% of 45) 40 45    

Sub total 230        (48% of 480) 250 480 

Unknown  380 270 650 

Total 610                    54% 520          46% 1130 

*vacant houses ignited but were saved by someone after the bushfire attack eg, neighbours or 

fire brigade. 

 

Avoca / Maryborough fire, Victoria 1985  
The fire ran through 51,000 ha, destroying 61 houses. The survey found 61 destroyed plus 6 

with minor damage and 71 not ignited, giving a house loss rate of 61 / 138 = 44% (Leonard 

and McArthur, 1999). The researchers provided the following data and commented that the 

results reinforce the value of fire fighting actions by occupants.  

 
Table 3 House loss rate figures   Avoca / Maryborough (A/M) 1985 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant 28         (73% of 38) 10 38       (46% of 82) 

Houses occupied 3         ( 7% of 44) 41   44       (54% of 82) 

Sub total 31 51 82 

Unknown 29 26 55 

Total 60       (44% of 137) 77          (56%) 137  

 

The percentages in these Tables can also be understood as probabilities. For example, in 

Table 3, for houses that are occupied, the probability of loss is 7%, and for houses that are 

vacant, the probability of loss is 73%.  

 
Other Australian data 

Blanchi et al (2006b) have amalgamated data from similar types of surveys in recent severe 

bushfires in Victoria, NSW, Canberra and South Australia. Their data is presented in Table 4 

below.   

 
Table 4 Amalgamated data (Blanchi et al, 2006b) 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant 68      (77% of 88) 20  88      (32% of 274) 

Houses attended 

by someone 24     (13% of 186) 162  186     (68% of 274) 

Sub total houses 92       182  274 

unknown 217 128 345 

Total houses 309     (50% of 619) 310 619 

 

Table 5 shows the loss rate of vacant undefended houses is 77%, and the loss rate for houses 

attended by someone is 13%.  
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Amalgamated data of pre 2009 studies 
Table 5 summarises data for the Ash Wednesday bushfire attack category from previous 

Tables, but avoids the unknown data. This is done so we can work with known data and 

compare them to Wilson and Ferguson data. (By ignoring the unknowns, the implicit 

assumption is that the unknown data can be distributed in proportion to known data).  

 
Table 5  Tables 1A, 2A, 3 and 4 combined  Probability of house loss 

Probability of destruction for:  M O A/M Blanchi et al 

All houses within sample 51% 54% 44% 50% 

Vacant houses within sample 56%    

Vacant and undefended houses within sample 65% 77% 73% 77% 

Occupied houses within sample 18%    

Occupied and defended houses within sample 10% 9% 7% 13% 

 

Table 5 shows the loss rate of vacant undefended houses ranged between 65 and 77%. It also 

shows the loss rate for occupied and defended houses ranged between 7 and 10%.   

 

 

Black Saturday studies House loss and house occupation 
 
Leonard et al (2009a) reported that there were 5375 houses within fire perimeter of the 

several Black Saturday fires, of which 2118 were destroyed. This is an average house loss rate 

of 39%, but Table 6 shows the house loss rate varied between localities.    

 
Table 6   The house loss rate varied between localities  

Fire locality Percentage of 

houses destroyed 

Total houses within 

fire perimeter 

Number of houses 

destroyed 

Bendigo 28% 172 48 

Bunyip 14% 240 35 

Churchill 37% 359 133 

Kilmore East 35% 3540 1244 

Murrundindi 55% 1064 590 

Total 39% 5375 2118 

 

There was no mention of house occupancy rates, which therefore precludes attempts to make 

causal linkages with house loss rates. Unfortunately, the comprehensive surveys done for pre 

Black Saturday fires (summarised above) were not replicated or reported for the Royal 

Commission, even though they were often the same researchers.  

 

Some occupancy data was collected in a survey of 1065 properties by Leonard et al (2009). 

The questionnaire (questions 49 – 54) included sections about occupant action before the fire 

front passed, after fire front passed and evacuation behaviour.  This data was referred to 

human behaviour group, but not published by the Royal Commission. Leonard et al (2009a) 

said in the conclusion (section 10) that “active defence of structures has a major influence on 

house survival” but there was no supportive evidence given.  

 

Other occupancy data was collected in a household mail survey (Whittaker et al, 2010) from 

approx 1100 properties within several fire areas. Again, the survey collected causal data 

linking house occupation and house loss, but it was not presented to the Royal Commission. 

The sample was not the standard on-ground survey where a specific area is designated and all 

the properties within are assessed. This survey is from people from many areas. It can be 

viewed as the “known responses” of a traditional site specific survey, whereas the 

“unknowns” are the people who did not respond.  
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Table 7A has been compiled from the mail survey Whittaker et al (2010). Unfortunately, data 

was not sufficient to fill in the gaps. 

 
Table 7A Fate of houses Black Saturday 2009 survey results (Whittaker et al, 2010) 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant   595  (54% of total)  

Houses occupied   505   (46% of total)  

Total houses  355  = 32.3%  745 = 67.7% 1100 

 

Recently, Whitaker et al (2013) published more complete data from the mail survey, and that 

now allows the gaps to be filled in - see Table 7B. It can be seen that the total numbers are 

greater, but the house loss rates are similar. The focus of their data was on house defence 

status, as distinct from occupation rate, because they found a small percentage (4%) of 

occupied houses were used for shelter, and not actively defended.   

 
Table 7B  Data from Whittaker et al (2013, Figure 3) 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses not 

defended * 

269  (54% of 498) 229 498  (39% of 1264) 

Houses occupied 

and defended 

146 (19% of 766) 620 766  (61% of 1264) 

Total houses  415  (33% of 1264) 849    (67% of 1264) 1264 

* This row includes the 4% of occupied houses that were not defended. People stayed for 

shelter.  

 

The full data base was not included in the article, but the article referred to other findings of 

interest.    

• Of the 766 houses were occupied and defended, 19% of these were destroyed, 28% 

had minor damage and 49% were not damaged. Of the 498 undefended houses, 54% 

of these were destroyed, 17% had minor damage and 27% were not damaged. The 

ratio of minor damage to no damage is similar for occupied houses and undefended 

houses, ie, approx 1 to 2. The proportion of badly damaged houses is negligible in 

both vacant and occupied, indicating that if the house fire takes hold, it is 

unstoppable.  

• One-third (33%) of survey respondents reported that their house was destroyed in the 

fires, with the highest rates of destruction (the percentage of houses lost in each area) 

in the Murrindindi (47%), Churchill (39%) and Kilmore East (33%) fires. These 

house loss rates are close enough to Table 6 to indicate the data is reasonably 

representative.  

• Those who stayed because they wanted to protect their house and other assets had 

house loss rate of 16%, but those who stayed because they were unable to leave had 

house loss rate of 31%.  

• Rates of house damage and destruction were considerably lower among households 

where residents stayed to defend.  

- In households where at least one person stayed and defended, just two in ten 

houses were destroyed.  

- In households where all householders left, or sheltered without defending, five 

in ten houses were destroyed.  

• Where extra help was available to the defenders (eg, from family, friends, 

neighbours, fire agencies), the house loss rate was even lower.  

- Where no extra help was received, house loss rate was 3 in 10  

- Where helped by other people, house loss rate was 1 in 10 

- Where helped by fire services, house loss rate was 0.3 in 10, or 3 in 100.  
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A clear inference from this data is that defence by adequate and skilled resources yields 

very low house loss rate.  
 

Table 7C compares Black Saturday data with the pre-2009 data of Table 5.  

 
Table 7C  Tables 5 and 7B combined   House loss rate 

Probability of destruction for:  M 

% 

O 

% 

A/M 

% 

Blanchi 

% 

Black 

Saturday 

 

All houses within sample 51 54 44 50 33% 

Vacant houses within sample 56     

Vacant and undefended houses within sample 65 77 73 77 54% 

Occupied houses within sample 18     

Occupied and defended houses within sample 10 9 7 13 19% 

      

Percent of houses occupied or defended  26% 44% 54% 68% 61%  

 

Table 7C suggests significant differences from pre-2009 surveys. There was a much lower 

loss rate in all exposed houses exposed to the fire attack. The final row in Table 7C indicates 

a reasonably high percentage of houses in the survey were proactively defended. Whitaker et 

al (2013) findings confirm that most (83%) deliberately stayed to protect assets from the fires 

and of those who stayed, most were “confident they could do what was required to protect 

themselves and others (78%) and their house and property (69%)”.  

 

Table 7C also shows Black Saturday survey had a lower loss rate in undefended houses but a 

higher loss rate in defended houses than pre 2009 data. The low loss rate for vacant houses 

could indicate they were better protected, or were exposed to lower fire behaviour threat or 

had better house design, or that people evacuated when their area was better protected than 

they thought. The higher house loss rate of defended houses could indicate that people were 

prepared and willing, but misjudged fire behaviour threat or overestimated their skill or 

ability.  

 

Looking closer at the source of survey data seems to explain the figures. Only 14% of the 

survey results came from Murrindindi fire, which had a surveyed house loss rate of 47%. The 

balance of the survey (mainly Kilmore East and Churchill fires) had a surveyed loss rate in 

the 30’s. Furthermore, the surveyed Murrindindi rate of 47% is below the Table 6 total loss 

rate - 55%. These factors therefore skew the average survey into the 30’s. The survey results 

are probably more representative of Kilmore East and Churchill.  

  

We can deduce that the lower loss rate of undefended houses in Kilmore East is due to the 

large area shown on the fire map north of Kinglake that was technically within the fire 

affected area, but was peppered by patchy spot fires after the wind change. If they evacuated, 

their house would not have been threatened because flames or embers were not close.  

 

We can deduce that the higher loss rate of defended houses could well be a survey issue, but 

could also reflect how the fire’s intensity exceeded defence capability just after the wind 

change.  

 

Table 8 presents the mail survey data from Whitaker et al (2010). The samples are deemed 

representative based on the closeness of the percentages of respondents and properties for 

each fire area in the first two columns. The average sample size column accounts for the 

variations in the first two columns within a 20% band width. Data from Table 6 from Leonard 
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et al (2009) is included to check sample findings against total house loss rates in five fire 

areas.   
Table 8   Mail survey data (Whitaker et al, 2010) 

 

Bushfire 

area 

Respondents  

 

Number (%) 

Occupied 

properties 

Number 

(%) 

Average 

sample 

size per 

fire area 

% of 

occupied 

properties 

/ % vacant 

properties 

House 

loss % 

Overall 

house 

loss rate 

(Leonar

d et al, 

2009) 

Beechworth 30   (2.8) 22   (4.0) 3.4 73% / 27% 3.3  

Bendigo 38   (3.5) 12   (2.2) 2.9 32 / 68  27 28% 

Bunyip 52   (4.8) 31   (5.7) 5.2 60 / 40 17.6 14% 

Churchill 102   (9.5) 45   (8.2) 8.8 44 / 56 38.2 37% 

Horsham 38   (3.5) 26   (4.7) 4.1 68 / 32 5.3  

Kilmore East 650   (60.2) 350  (63.9) 62.1 54 / 46 31.8 35% 

Murrundindi 158   (14.6) 57  (10.4) 12.5 36 / 64 45.9 55% 

Other 11   (1.0) 5    (0.9) 1.0 45 / 55 45.5  

 1079 548 (50.7%)  51 / 49   

 

This data is now presented on Figure 2. It includes the Bendigo data even though this fire 

occurred within suburbia, where it is believed fire brigade response reduced the house loss 

rate. The other fire areas were predominantly semi rural, where house survival was probably 

more reliant on house occupation rate.  

 

The trend line formula is    

Average house loss rate = 0.92 x House vacancy rate – 17.7 … (Equation 1) 

 

House vacancy rate vs. house loss rate, Black Saturday fires 2009  Each dot is a different fire area
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Figure 2  Chart of Table 8 data, house loss rate vs. house vacancy rate 

 

Kilmore East fire and Kinglake  
Table 8 reports the overall loss rate Kilmore East fire was 32 - 35%. Available details are 

shown in Table 9 in standardised format. Unfortunately, house loss data by occupation 

category in this area is not available.  

 
Table 9    Fate of houses Black Saturday 2009 survey results Kilmore East 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant   46% of total  

Houses occupied   54% of total  

Total houses  31.8%     (35%)* 69.2%  3540* 
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Data derives from household mail survey (Table 8) 

* Derives from Leonard et al (2009)  

Chen and McAneney (2010) surveyed the broader Kinglake area (Fig 3), which falls within 

the Kilmore East fire area. They counted 616 destroyed buildings among a total of 1531, 

giving a 40% building loss rate.   

 

 
Figure 3 Kinglake area The total count is destroyed buildings (red dots = 616) and those that 

survived (black circles 915), total = 1531 buildings = 40% building loss rate 

Within the red outlined area, approx 125 survived, 400 destroyed = total 525, loss rate = 76%  

Red arrow shows direction of bushfire attack from SW. Grey shading indicates treed areas. 

 

There were pockets of variation of building loss rate. Within the red area on Fig 3, approx 125 

survived from a total of 525, giving a 76% building loss rate. Residential areas south of the 

Healesville-Kinglake Road (red circles on Fig 4) had high building loss rate, estimated at 

approx 90%. The grey shading indicates they were in treed areas. This area corresponds to the 

Ash Wednesday fire behaviour scenario - absence of fuel free barrier to stop the running 

flame and simultaneous moving flame and ember attack on the buildings.  

 

 
Fig 4   Kinglake area Red dots are destroyed buildings Black circles are survived buildings  

Burned vegetation (= tree cover) is shown in grey. 

1150 m 

approx 

400m 
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Red arrow shows direction of bushfire attack from SW.  

The black lines are the major roads (10+m fuel free barrier).  

 
The residential area just north of the main road (blue circle on Fig 4) had a high building loss 

rate, approx 70%. This area was lightly subdivided with roads, and prima facie corresponded 

with the Duffy fire behaviour scenario where moving flame stopped some distance from the 

houses. This data is further analysed in Paper 6B.    

 

Murrindindi fire and Marysville  
Table 8 reports the overall loss rate Murrindindi fire was 46 - 55%. Available details are 

shown in Table 10 in standardised format. Unfortunately, house loss data by occupation 

category in this area is not available.  

 
Table 10   Fate of houses Black Saturday 2009 survey results Murrindindi 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant   64% of total  

Houses occupied   36% of total  

Total houses  45.9%      (55%)* 54.1%  1064* 

Data derives from household of mail survey Table 8 

* Derives from Leonard et al (2009)  

 

Leonard et al (2009) also reported an additional survey of 150 houses in Marysville and 

Narbethong and found a 75% destruction rate.  It is unclear how these houses were selected.   

Figure 5 shows that the Marysville residential area is protected from the SW bushfire attack 

by a steep-sided long ridgeline to the west and the easterly slopes are well subdivided with 

roads. Technically, this corresponds with the “Duffy fire behaviour scenario” where the 

running taller flame stops at the ridgeline and then converts into a low flame as it backs down 

towards the edge of the township. During the bushfire attack, the forested slope west of the 

ridge line and other slopes further west and south west were probably the main sources of 

embers, driven by the SW wind. The forest that runs downhill to the edge of the residential 

area was probably ignited by these embers and spot fires ran eastwards uphill (away from the 

town), generating a tall flame that probably added to ember volume. Marysville has been 

included in this “Ash Wednesday fire category” study as reference because the forest abutted 

the town edge.  

 

Marysville’s house loss rate was very high. Of 463 houses, 418 were destroyed (= 90% house 

loss rate, see Fig 5). Marysville was almost completely evacuated. Media reports of the time 

reported on major evacuation efforts and evacuation convoys. This was also confirmed in 

evidence presented to the VBRC. This paints Marysville as a town which was almost 

completely evacuated and which suffered almost complete annihilation. We hypothesise that 

the house loss rate was high because evacuation rate was high.   
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Figure 5  The town layout of Marysville, showing the destroyed houses. (Figures and map 

provided by Murrindindi Shire to Royal Commission). 

Of 463 houses, 418 were destroyed.  90% house loss rate.  

Red arrow is direction of bushfire attack (from SW)  

Green circle is peak of steep hill, green dashed line is ridge line with steep slopes, green arrows are 

down slope directions 

Orange dot is the sports ground where fire authorities and many residents evacuated to. They were 

showered with same ember intensity as the rest of the town.    

 

 
Chen and McAneney (2010) surveyed the broader Marysville area (Fig 6). They counted 644 

buildings, of which 540 were destroyed and 104 survived. This is a loss rate of 84%. The red 

circle on Figure 12 is part of the township of Marysville (it corresponds closely with Figure 

5), a sample size of approx 400 buildings, of which 66 survived (loss rate = 85%). Some parts 
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of Marysville suffered very heavy losses, eg, blue circle outlines 160 buildings, of which only 

16 survived = 90% loss rate.   

 

 
Figure 6  Marysville township 

The red circle contains approx 400 buildings, of which 66 survived (loss rate = 85%). Blue circle 

contains 160 buildings, of which only 16 survived (loss rate= 90%).   

Red arrows show direction of bushfire attack from SW.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 
It can be seen from the above results that the Royal Commission studies added little concrete 

data to what was known before 2009 about the causal linkage between house occupation rate 

and house loss rate. This suggests that the pre 2009 knowledge bank remains the authentic 

source.   

500 m 
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The following discussion examines evidence in relation to each theory.   

 

Evidence regarding Theory 1  
During severe bushfire attack, house loss rate is causally correlated with house vacancy 

rate.  

 

The Black Saturday survey (Figure 2) found a proportionate correlation between vacancy rate 

and average house loss rate. This chart is now re-presented in Figure 7 with pre 2009 data.   

 

House vacancy rate vs. house loss rate, black Saturday and previous severe bushfires
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Figure 7 Black dots are Black Saturday fires from Fig 2. Pink dots are pre 2009 severe bushfires of the 

“Ash Wednesday” category.  

 

The trend line formula is:   

Average house loss rate = 0.93 x House vacancy rate – 14 … (Equation 2) 

This is very similar to the trend line in Figure 2 (Equation 1).     

 

Thus, both charts provide support some for Theory 1, ie, that vacancy rate in a fire is directly 

correlated with house loss rate, in this case with average house loss rate. The following 

sections also support Theory 1.  

 

However, caution is required because average house loss rate also varies with the size of the 

survey sample. The house loss rate for the entire Kilmore East fire was 32-35%, but was 40% 

for the broader Kinglake area (sample 1531) and 76% for a section of the town (sample 525). 

Paper 6B finds a similar result for the Duffy fire. For a sample of 1200, the house loss rate for 

a 1200-house sample was 16%, for a 229 sample was 47% and for a sample of 76 in the two 

rows of houses closest to the pine plantation was 54%.  

 

Evidence regarding Theory 2  
House loss rate for unoccupied houses is several times higher than occupied houses.  

 
House loss rate of VACANT houses  
Prior to 2009, it was well known and widely accepted that vacant houses have higher house 

loss rates. Blanchi et al (2006b) stated that the chance of vacant houses being destroyed was 
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77%. The pre 2009 surveys fires confirmed that some houses were vacant during the bushfire 

attack, but were attended shortly after by either occupants returning, or neighbours or fire 

fighters. Therefore the vacant house definition must be distinguished between vacant and 

undefended and vacant but defended. In terms of house survival rates, the latter category is 

not vacant, but attended.  

 

Table 11 amalgamates “known” data from Table 7C. (By ignoring the unknowns, the implicit 

assumption is that the unknown data can be distributed in proportion to known data). It shows 

that house loss rates in vacant undefended houses are reasonably consistent. 

 
Table 11  Influence of vacant house rate on house loss probability rate 

 % vacant and 

undefended      

Loss rates % of vacant, 

undefended houses  

Macedon   

vacant and undefended houses 

74 65 

Otway  

vacant and undefended houses 

55 77 

Avoca fire 

vacant and undefended houses 

46 73 

   

Amalgamated data  

vacant and undefended houses 

Blanchi et al (2006b) 

32 77 

Black Saturday survey 39 54 

 

Thus the probability that vacant undefended houses are destroyed is 65 – 77%. This is a small 

variation, yet the range of house vacancy is large, 32 – 74%. The Black Saturday survey data 

had a lower loss rate. A plausable explanation is that the sample was skewed towards the 

Kilmore East fire and the mapped fire area that was surveyed included a large area north of 

Kinglake where houses were peppered by spot fires that remained small. Thus they may have 

evacuated but they were not threatened by flame or ember in the milder evening weather. It is 

likely that samples from areas that endure similar types of bushfire attack will generate 

similar rates of house loss in vacant houses.  

 

Theory 1 causality is supported by this data, and the consistency of high loss rates in vacant 

houses is persuasive. It is supported by logic that suggests if a defended house and a vacant 

house are equally well prepared, a defended house is more likely to be saved because spot 

fires can be readily extinguished if people are on site.  

 
House loss rate of OCCUPIED houses  
Prior to 2009, it was well known and widely accepted that occupied houses have lower house 

loss rates. Blanchi et al (2006b) stated that the chance of attended houses being destroyed was 

13%.  

 

The Ash Wednesday fire studies distinguished between house occupation and occupation with 

the purpose of defending the house. Occupation carries the assumption that the occupants will 

self defend, but based on the household mail survey after Black Saturday, a small percentage 

did not. However, the purpose of attendance of the property during or after the fire attack by 

neighbours or fire brigade can be assumed to be for defence.  

 

Table 12 amalgamates “known” data from Table 7C. (By ignoring the unknowns, the implicit 

assumption is that the unknown data can be distributed in proportion to known data).  
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Table 12  Influence of occupied house rate on house loss probability rate 

 % occupied and 

defended      

Loss rates % of occupied, 

defended houses  

Macedon   

occupied and defended houses 

26 10 

Otway  

occupied and defended houses 

44 9 

Avoca fire 

occupied and defended houses 

54 7 

   

Amalgamated data  

occupied and defended houses 

Blanchi et al (2006b) 

68 13 

Black Saturday Survey 

Whitaker et al (2013) 
61 19 

 

Table 12 shows that the pre Black Saturday probability of destruction of an attended house is 

consistently low (7 – 13%), despite the wide range of house occupation / attendance rates (26 

– 68%). The higher loss rate for the Black Saturday sample (which reflects the Kilmore East 

fire) is probably due to defences being overwhelmed by the intensity just after the wind 

change    

 

When Tables 11 and 12 are compared, it can be seen to provide support for the second theory: 

The risk of house loss is several times higher if houses are vacant than if occupied. The Royal 

Commission received similar advice – “Based on past post-bushfire surveys, if houses are 

attended, house losses are reduced by a factor of between 3 to 6” (Leonard et al 2009a) 

 

Again, Theory 1 causality is supported by this data, and the consistency of low loss rates in 

occupied houses is compelling. Theory 1 is further supported by the findings of Whitaker et al 

(2013) that the more resources and the more skilled the resources, the lower is the house loss 

rate.   

 

House loss rate equation for Ash Wednesday attack category fires  

 
The analysis of pre 2009 data has found three variables that consistently influence the 

correlation between house loss probability and house occupation status. They are the house 

loss rate of vacant houses (Hv), the house loss rate of occupied houses (Ho) and the house 

vacancy rate (V). This section explores their combination into an explanatory or predictive 

formula. Because the input data was derived from severe bushfire attack, the formula should 

apply to intense bushfire attack during worst case weather conditions.  

 

Previous section show that Hv and Ho are reasonably consistent for a wide range of V. This 

allows the following function to be constructed using V as the primary independent variable 

to predict house loss rate.   

  

House loss rate = 100Ho + (Hv–Ho) x V   … (Equation 3) 

Where  

V = vacancy rate (= % unoccupied, undefended houses) 

Ho = House loss rate % of occupied houses 

Hv = House loss rate % of unoccupied, undefended houses 

  

Tables 13A and 13B illustrate the derivation of the house loss rate formula using findings of 

Blanchi et al (2006b), ie Hv = 0.77 and Ho = 0.13.  
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The formula for house loss rate is therefore:   

House loss rate = 0.64V + 13    … (Equation 4) 

 
Table 13A  

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant Hv x V (1 – Hv) x V V 

Houses occupied Ho x (100-V) (1 – Ho) x (100-V)  100-V 

Total houses  100Ho + (Hv–Ho)xV  100(1-Ho) – (Hv–Ho) xV 100 

 
Table 13B 

 Houses destroyed  Houses survived  Total 

Houses vacant 0.77 x V 0.23 x V V 

Houses occupied 0.13 x (100-V) 0.87 x (100-V)  100-V 

Total houses 0.64V + 13  87 – 0.64 V 100 

 

The specific derivation of this function suggests a causal correlation between house loss rate 

and vacancy rate. This formula is unexpectedly similar to the Figure 7 trend line (Average 

house loss rate = 0.93 x House vacancy rate – 14). There are differences, for example, at 

high vacancy rates, the Figure 7 formula has house loss rate slightly lower and at low vacancy 

rates, house loss rate is substantially lower. Nevertheless, the similarity of the two formulae 

tends to support a causal correlation theory between vacancy rate and house loss rate.  

 

In addition, because the house loss rate function includes a separate loss rate for occupied and 

vacant houses, it might be feasible to allow for adjustment of house loss according to 

preparation level, ie, Ho and Hv can be adjusted to explain or predict or diagnose local 

conditions. Consider these possibilities:  

• Ho and Hv will be higher if the house sites are poorly prepared, for example, 

allowing a large flame too close to the house.   

• Conversely, they will both be lower if houses are well prepared for self defence and if 

the occupants are very well prepared and trained and equipped to self defend.  

• Finally, Hv will be lower if some or many people are available to defend vacant 

houses during or just after a bushfire attack.  

Thus the formula may be a useful educational or diagnostic or planning tool. Some 

benchmarking suggestions are included in this INSET  

 
INSET  Benchmarking Hv and Ho 

Hv = house loss rate of vacant and undefended houses 

Hv = 0.77 Sourced from the Table 5 (Blanchi et al, 2006) study which was a conglomeration of 

several fires. Loss rate is high, but can be seen as a safety margin for planning purposes.  

Hv = 0.65  Sourced from the Macedon fire study (Table 1A), which was the most complete 

study in Ash Wednesday fire category. Can be used as a reasonable average 

Hv < 0.65 Lower figure can be used if properties well prepared* or vacant properties are 

defended by others, eg, neighbours or fire fighters.  

Hv > 0.77  Higher figure can be used if properties poorly prepared* or if others are too scarce to 

defend house 

 

Ho = house loss rate of occupied houses 

Ho = 0.13 Sourced from the Table 5 (Blanchi et al, 2006) study which was a conglomeration of 

several fires. Loss rate is high, but can be seen as a safety margin for planning purposes. 

Ho = 0.10  Sourced from Macedon fire study (Table 1A). Use where house is actively defended 

by able bodied persons  

Ho > 0.13 Use higher figure if properties poorly prepared* and / or knowledge and skill level of 

occupants is low 

Ho< 0.10  Use lower figure if properties well prepared* and knowledge and skill level of 

occupants is high 
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*   The author’s definition of good property preparation includes keeping flame low and well away 

from house (using fuel free gap), and applies to both moving and stationary flame.  Note, this definition 

gives a much higher protection level than fire authority specifications. 

 

The formula is now applied to Black Saturday fires, and seems to be useful in explaining high 

or low house loss rates or diagnosing possible reasons.  

 

Kilmore East fire 
(1) Table 9 states the house vacancy rate was 46%, (V = 46) and the average house loss 

figures in Table 12 are 32 - 35%. Using Equation 4 (House loss rate = 0.64V + 13), the 

calculated house loss rate is 42%, which is higher than observed. If Hv is reduced to 65% and 

Ho reduces to 10%, the formula changes (House loss rate = 0.55V + 10), and the calculated 

house loss rate is 35%. Lower Hv and Ho is consistent with better prepared properties.  

 

(2) Kinglake bushfire attack 

Red circles in Fig 4, house loss = 90% 

These figures are achieved when V = 95%, Hv = 93% and Ho = 20% 

If correct, this area was almost totally evacuated, and the high Hv and Ho suggest very poor 

property preparation.  

 

Murrindindi fire 
(1) Table 10 states the house vacancy rate was 64%, (V = 64) and the average house loss 

figures in Table 12 are 45 - 55%. Using Equation 4 (House loss rate = 0.64V + 13), the 

calculated house loss rate is 53%, which is at the higher end of the range. If Hv is reduced to 

65% and Ho reduces to 10%, the formula changes (House loss rate = 0.55V + 10), and the 

calculated house loss rate is 45%. Lower Hv and Ho is consistent with better prepared 

properties.  

 

(2) Marysville bushfire attack 

Red circle on Fig 6, house loss = 90% 

These figures are achieved when V = 95%, Hv = 93% and Ho = 20% 

The formula changes (House loss rate = 0.73V + 20). These figures indicate this area was 

almost totally evacuated, and the high Hv and Ho suggest very poor property preparation.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 
This study provides good evidence that house occupation rate has a consistent and causal 

influence of house loss in an “Ash Wednesday bushfire category” attack. It confirms that this 

was well known prior to Black Saturday fires and that no evidence was found in subsequent 

studies to invalidate it. Because these data are also available to fire authorities, they will be 

aware that if evacuation is ordered, and the town is attacked by an Ash Wednesday category, 

house losses will be an inevitable consequence.   

 

This paper presents an equation for the free running “Ash Wednesday fire category” which 

attacks houses with moving flame and embers. It is based on three variables, house loss rate 

of vacant and undefended houses (Hv), house los rate of occupied and defended houses (Ho) 

and vacancy rate of houses (V).   

House loss rate = 100Ho + (Hv–Ho) x V 

Using amalgamated figures of Ho = 0.13 and Hv = 0.77 

House loss rate = 0.64V + 13 
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The study shows how Hv and Ho can be benchmarked to indicate level of fire protection 

preparation of an area, for example, Hv on poorly prepared sites is greater than 0.77, and Ho 

on well prepared sites is less than 0.1.  

 

When the formula is applied to the Black Saturday fires, it shows that varying the Ho and Hv 

values can help explain how observed vacancy rates influence observed house loss rates. In 

this way, the formula may be useful in explanation or diagnosis or prediction of how vacancy 

rates influence house loss rates.     

 

Thus for example, when fire agencies recommend evacuation of given town, they can 

determine the relevant equation and calculate the house loss rate from expected vacancy rate.  

If loss rate is too high, they may be able to take steps to reduce it, particularly,  pre-prepare 

the town better so that Hv is much less than 0.77. Also refer to Paper 10.   

 

This paper also asks - what new information did the Black Saturday fires reveal that requires 

pre 2009 knowledge to be revised?  The answer is that minimal new information has been 

added. Indeed, no information was found that disproves prior knowledge or requires it to be 

amended. On the contrary, the house loss / vacancy rate equation that was derived from pre 

2009 findings has been able to explain and diagnose Black Saturday observations.    
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